TRANSFORMING
WORKPLACE SAFETY,
ONE EMPLOYEE AT A TIME.
By Kevin Rettberg

Facing ever-increasing economic uncertainty, forward-looking transportation
companies proactively adopt new tools and processes to control costs, manage
compliance and reduce workplace risk.
AssuredPartners has teamed up with workplace risk leader, altumAI, to introduce the
app-based futureWork solution. futureWork, which was awarded the coveted 2020 New
Product of the Year by Occupational Health & Safety Magazine, uses easy-to-deploy
apps to improve worker health and safety. With an initial focus on the transportation
segment, the AssuredPartners futureWork solution is focused on the unique risks and
challenges faced by transportation companies.
The pandemic is accelerating the adoption of technologies across industries, and
workplace risk is no exception. The timing is right to use technology and data to
improve workplace health and safety and reduce injury frequency and severity.
futureWork quickly and cost-effectively enables companies to take control of their
workers' comp risk. Currently deployed with insureds with 10 to 10,000 employees,
futureWork prevents workplace incidents and helps employers guard against COVID19, reduce costly injuries and meet an ever-increasing compliance burden.
The key to proactively identifying and reducing workplace risk lies in using technology
and data to reinforce and elevate safety culture with awareness, engagement, action,
and accountability.
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A w a reness is the g r e a t e s t a g en t
o f c hange.- Eckh a r t T o l l e
All companies struggle to understand the
multitude of risks that exist in the
workplace. This can be especially true in
transportation, where gaps in awareness
amongst transportation company
departments, such as dispatch and
drivers, can be endemic. Dispatch
employees need the shipment moved to
its destination regardless of
circumstances. However, being aware of
a driver’s hours of service commitment,
or a driver’s ability to complete a proper
pre-trip inspection, and a driver’s
defensive driving habits are often
overlooked. This creates additional risk
of injury and costs. Secondly, the needs
and goals of the different departments,
such as operations versus safety, lead to
misunderstanding and unnecessary
exposure to risk.
futureWork uses data collected from
workers and managers via the mobile
phone and from sensors surrounding the
workplace. This data is used to build a
risk profile and risk score for each
individual worker and team. Each worker
is different, and their data story tells us
what a specific risk to them is based on
a variety of data and information. The
futureWork apps then informs each
worker about the risk that they are facing
so that they are aware of their risk,
the action they can take to reduce the
risk, with reminders of company safety
policies and processes. Managers can
monitor their teams’ workplace risks by
using the in-app micro-training feature
to coach and mitigate risks and ensure
compliance with company guidelines and
regulations are met.

H i g h ly engaged e m p l o y e e s m a k e
th e customer e x p e r i e n c e .
D i s e ngaged emp l o y e e s b r e a k i t .
- Ti m othy R. Cla r k
Engagement and communication are
hallmarks of highly functioning
organizations. Unfortunately, this is one
controllable workplace aspect that often
falls short. In transportation, the
ability to communicate effectively is
paramount because most employees are
not in one location. For example, drivers
need constant and effective
communication to not only deliver the
shipment but to stay safe.
Communicating on weather conditions,
personal protective equipment (PPE), or
understanding of health restrictions, is
vital to lowering risk.
futureWork significantly improves the
timeliness and relevancy of risk
communication, both peer-to-peer and
amongst groups. Using all the
capabilities of the mobile phone the apps
connect people in real-time to make
engagement and communication
seamless. Workers and managers can
share rich media content, such as
pictures and videos, with communication
preserved for training and loss mitigation
purposes.
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A c t i ons speak lo u d e r t h a n w o rd s .
-A b r aham Linco l n
The futureWork apps provide tailored
messages that enable workers to act in
order to reduce their risk. Just as
important, managers, with responsibility
for the health and safety of their teams,
use the apps to understand the
individual risks faced by their team
members and are now equipped to coach
individual workers and make appropriate
changes to the work environment.

futureWork also serves an important
purpose to reduce the delay in reporting
workplace health and safety incidents. In
transportation, it is well-known that
failing to report incidents in a timely
fashion increase medical and indemnity
costs. The PETRO Trust, a self-insured
workers compensation group of
transportation companies, provides a
terrific illustration. In 2010, their
average days to report a claim stood at
10 days. They initiated a comprehensive
plan to lower that average to three days
for all claims reported. In 2018, they
finally achieved the goal, and in doing
so, lowered their average medical claim
cost by 66%.

Compounding this reduction over an
average of 100+ claims reported
annually, the savings are dramatic.
However, that was not the only
byproduct of the initiative. The plan was
also effective in reducing the number of
annual loss time claims by 44%. With an
average loss time claim value of
$28,000, the SIG’s- improved timely
reporting had a huge financial
impact to the company.
Timely action is arguably the most
important element once a workplace
health and safety incident occurs, and
the futureWork apps provide the toolset
to record and manage such incidents
Workplace risk is one of the very few
areas that still is managed reactively,
with goals and objectives that are often
unclear and obfuscated. With individual
employee and team risk scores,
everyone now has an objective yardstick
to measure and manage workplace risk.
Combined with awareness and
engagement, the objective risk score
drives action and accountability. Just
as companies issue clear goals for
sales, the risk score can be used to
manage and hold people accountable to
achieve health and safety goals. If goals
are not met, the company can step back,
review the data, and make course
corrections. Similarly, the risk score can
be used at all levels to introduce
rewards for meeting targets. For
instance, futureWork introduces simple
gamification mechanisms at the worker
level to recognize and reinforce safe
workplace behavior. Managers finally
have a tool that allows them to
proactively manage health and safety.
Using technology and data,
AssuredPartners and altumAI are setting
out to make a significant impact on
insureds’ loss experience, ease
reporting and compliance, and improve
the safety culture.
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Success in business and workplace risk
relies on many important factors.
Potential gaps can crush your company’s
ability to achieve goals. The futureWork
apps enable companies to proactively
manage injury and disease risk,
reinforce a positive safety culture
anchored in awareness, engagement,
action, and accountability.
We are ready to work with you to
transform workplace health and safety by
using data and technology to control
costs, manage compliance and reduce
workplace risk. Contact us for an
informal conversation and
demo.
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